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Justine Roberts 18 months
ago, is one of 12 flrnalists to
take part in the South East
semi-frnal
of the Wella
Trend Vision 2008 Hair
Competition.
Justine said: 'We are all
very proud of Tina. She has
beaten' more than 3.000
entries in this competition.
*We've only been open a
short time and it's great
to have achieved this
for the salon so
quickly."

BtENDlf{G lN: Phil Millington from the Satellite Shop wlth hls Sqish
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By Lee Moran'
a Jones,of the OrchidHairSalon,on
..geWells,is throughto the regional
It competition

WHEN is a satellite dish not a
satellite dish? When, it's a
plastic box with a personalised
sticker on top - otherwise
known as a Sqish.
The Sqish is new to this country and the only place to stock
this kind of discreet alternative to the Standard satellite
dish is The Satellite Shop on
London Road in Southborough.
Owner Phil Millington, who

has run the shop for 19 years,
said: "The Sqish is a quirky
contemporary alternative. It
receives Sky and Freesat. A
specially made sticker created
from a rligital photo can be put
on top to camouflage it to help
it blend into its surroundings.
were approached by a
Korean company about sblling
it in the UK and have had lots of
interest so far."
Tle Sqish, given its name
when Mr Millington decidedto
shorten square dish, is also in
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demand by people in the Cotswolds,who say it qtouldbe ideal
to hide their dishes on their
thatched roof cottages.
He added: "There are a lot of
posh houses around in Tunbridge Wells so hopefully it will
be interesting to peoplehere."
I The price of Sqish ranges
from f,150 to f,190and the personalised stick€r costs €25. It
will shortly be available from a
network of authorised retailers
and installers. To seemore, visit www.sqish.co.uk

